
Installation of your J. K. Adams pot rack is not difficult. Two people will make
hanging the rack a simple project.

The screw eyes must be securely installed into solid wood.  Sheet-rock
fasteners will not hold enough weight and should not be used.

Bar Pot Rack Installation and Care Instructions
PR-36

Included in the pack is:
1  Pot rack bar
2  Ceiling eye screws
8  Cast pot hooks
2  4” Extension hooks
Instruction sheet
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Care Instructions:
Wipe the parts with a damp cloth and dry thoroughly.

1. Find the wooden members in your
ceiling.  Usually they are 16” apart.

2. Drill two 3/16” (pilot) holes
approximately 32” apart.

3.  Confirm you have hit solid wood.
Twist the screw eyes into the pilot
holes until all the threads have
disappeared.

4. Hang the 4” extension hooks
from the eye screws.

5. Alternately if the ceiling is low or
the cook tall, the rack can hang
directly from the cast pot hooks
(shown in illustration). In this case,
discard the extension hooks.

6.  Place a cast hook in each end of the rack.  The hook should go from the
bottom up toward the ceiling.  Hang the cast hooks from the eye screws or
the extension hook, as you prefer.

7.  Drop the remaining pot hooks between the wooden rails.  Pot hooks can
be turned so pans nest together or so pan bottoms face outwards, as you
prefer.
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